RNA editing in Physarum mitochondria: assays and biochemical approaches.
Mitochondrial RNAs in the myxomycete Physarum polycephalum differ from the templates from which they are transcribed in defined ways. Most transcripts contain nucleotides that are not present in their respective genes. These "extra" nucleotides are added during RNA synthesis by an unknown mechanism. Other differences observed between Physarum mitochondrial RNAs and the mitochondrial genome include nucleotide deletions, C to U changes, and the replacement of one nucleotide for another at the 5' end of tRNAs. All of these alterations are remarkably precise and highly efficient in vivo. Many of these editing events can be replicated in vitro, and here we describe both the in vitro systems used to study editing in Physarum mitochondria and the assays that have been developed to assess the extent of editing of RNAs generated in these systems at individual sites.